Wonder Words!

W

LIST 2

The Word:

Remember It:

(with another word
(with a brief
that rhymes,
explanation
sounds like, or has and/or synonyms)
a similar root)

EXAMPLE:
commence
(v)

elaborate
(verb
or
noun)

paraphrase
(v)

summarize
(v)

sequence
(verb
or
noun)

Explain It:

common

Use It:

(in a detailed
sentence)

start,
Class will
begin,
commence with a
get the ball rolling warm-up.

verb = to
expand
or add detail

to restate,
reword,
or rephrase.

to recap,
shorten,
or sum up.

verb =
to place in order

I
_____________ed
on my reason
by explaining it
fully and giving
lots of
_____________s.
When my friend
_____________ed
the song lyrics, she
told the song's
story, but it no
longer rhymed or
sounded _______
______________.
Wow, you
_____________ed
the whole movie's
plot in about two
minutes! _______
_______________
_________ sounds
like a great film!
The athlete
_____________ed
her practice to
include ________,
then ___________,
and lastly _______
_______________.

Picture It:

(sketch what you
wrote in your
sentence)

The Word:

synthesize
(v)

interpretation
(noun)

literal
(adjective)

symbolic
(adj)

Remember It:

Explain It:

(with another word
(with a brief
that rhymes,
explanation
sounds like, or has and/or synonyms)
a similar root)

Use It:

(in a detailed
sentence)

When the reader
_____________ed
to combine (a
the character from
number of things) the movie _______
into a coherent ______________
whole.
with the character
from the book ___
______________,
he came up with a
new movie called
_______________!

a way of
explaining the
meaning or
perception of a
message.

Our ___________s
of the movie's
symbolism
differs: Albert
thinks that red
represents _______
_______________,
while I think it
stands for_______.

actual
or
factual.

When my teacher
asked me to “draw
a conclusion”
about __________,
I ____________ly
_______________
______________!

expressed by a
symbol or
representation;
figurative.

To me, the color
____________ is
often ___________
of _____________
______________,
whereas the color
____________ is
_______________
of _____________
______________.

Picture It:

(sketch what you
wrote in your
sentence)

